Turning strangers into friends, and friends into customers
What if we could show you how to enhance the performance of your current media by capturing names and email addresses of customers and prospects that come into your business or visit your website? And, what if you could begin a relationship with your customers that ultimately increases repeat business through open dialogue? You can with Inbox 360.
Facts about Customer Retention
• The average company loses 10% of its customers each year • A 5% reduction in customer defection rate can increase profits by 25-125% • The customer profitability rate tends to increase over the life of a retained customer • Acquiring new customers can cost 5 TIMES more than satisfying and retaining current ones Inbox 360 offers one of the most exciting and innovative personalized marketing opportunities to come along in quite a while. Our program enables your business to give away FREE UNLIMITED LONG DISTANCE as a reward for customers who sign up for your loyalty club. This list constantly grows with people who have said "YES" to receiving messages by email from your business!
Overview

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
LIST BUILDING
We build your customer list, and offer your customers FREE long distance.
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DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION
We design and implement your entire email program. We know how to use email responsibly and with years of experience can tell you what works and what doesn't.
ANALYZE RESULTS
We use powerful reporting tools that continually improve results.
Building your database is paramount
Inbox 360 easily integrates with your existing database program or can introduce a complete new architecture optimizing your customer needs. Either way, you can rely on our Team to design and implement a scalable and flexible program that will bring results.
DATABASE BUILDING
Innovative, creative, effective!
The greatest challenge facing database or customer driven marketing is continually coming up with creative ideas on list building. Well, Inbox 360 has got you covered! Imagine offering every new customer or prospect FREE UNLIMITED CALLING as a reward for joining your VIP list or "eClub". Now your business can be on desktops throughout your community. In fact, every customer that downloads your Dialer will have your icon on their desktop. This "Desktop Real Estate" offers branding like never before. And it gets better, when your customer begins to make a call, an advertisement plays within the Dialer. With our Private Label Program, the initial 20 seconds is a full motion FLASH advertisement of your business. This is followed by static ads of money saving offers from participating merchants.
NEXT GENERATION
Your logo and business name on every Private Labeled dialer! Plus, Your icon and business name on desktops nationwide!
